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Developers seeking to market new homes, model homes and planned communities need an architectural photographer with
the right skillset to improve their bottom line. This means a professional with the proper artistic vision and abilities, the right
equipment to do the job and the technical and marketing skills to translate photos and videos in a satisfying, effective way to
potential buyers.

There are three things that new home builders should consider when hiring an architectural photographer. And the first is
obvious—you need someone who can create a compelling image. Photographing homes and planned communities is built
around the fusion of natural environmental elements that enhance the beauty of manmade structures.  The goal is to capture
something rich, emotional and personal. A small shadow that’s not obvious to the untrained eye can bring on a whisper of
doubt. A well-established lighting setup that bathes a room in comforting hues fills the viewer with a nice combination of
positive sentiments. The same applies to video, it all comes down to emotion.

Second, your architectural photographer should have the equipment to carryout both large and small-scale jobs. Shooting
outside requires different methods and equipment than indoor photography. Most people don’t realize that indoor lighting runs
the gamut of colors…it’s subtle, but it can make a significant difference. Outdoor photography usually calls for a different set of
wider angle lenses and an eye for knowing the most flattering time of day to capture a structure or outdoor scene. And if you
want a bird’s eye-view to show off your amazing community, aerial images require a camera mounted to remote controlled
helicopter device.

Finally, none of the aforementioned points mean a thing unless the photographer you select knows how to translate his or her
work to marketable formats. A full understanding of print photography for publication, video production for virtual tours and
everything between is something you shouldn’t compromise on in today’s competitive climate of real estate marketing.

Grey Street Studios offers all these things and more. Please take a moment to view our award winningaward winning
architectural photographyarchitectural photography and contact uscontact us for details on tailoring our services to your specific needs.
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